Under 11 Girls

1 Monkton Preparatory School A
   405 Lowen Young
   400 Martha Eves
   397 Scarlett Alexander Total: 6120

2 Clifton High School
   385 India Knights-Hume
   386 Roman Lebleu
   387 Sadie Ratcliffe Total: 5808

3 The Royal High School Bath
   421 Eleanor Johnston
   425 Erin Vance
   420 Florence Higgins Total: 5736

4 Monkton Preparatory School B
   401 Grace Fossey
   403 Amelie Gould
   402 Miriam Goode Total: 5508

5 Monkton Preparatory School C
   399 Rebecca Buckle
   398 Rosie Baker
   404 Lizabel Hendey Total: 4704

6 Paragon School
   412 Ruby Walsh
   411 Matilda Leigh
   410 Holly Hughes Total: 4287

7 Weston All Saints Primary School
   427 Freya Gilmore
   428 Lucie Hall
   426 Mabel Dale-Pearce Total: 3855
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